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Join Up Now!

Our Members get access to over 39,000 high quality printable activities for children! Become a Member here.









Thought for the Day

"Every day brings a chance for you to draw in a breath, kick off your shoes - and dance."

Oprah Winfrey
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Our Books

Click on the images to go straight to your local Amazon...
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Snowman Mobile





 






Print, cut out, glue and hang this very cute Snowman Mobile - there are 8 different cheerful snowmen to entertain you as they drift in the breeze!

Print out this 4 page pdf file. Cut out the shapes carefully, then match them up in pairs and glue them together back to back, sandwiching a length of fishing line or thread between them. Hang them from a paper plate or other mobile hanging device and enjoy!
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3D Christmas Snowman


This 3D Christmas snowman (and 3D Christmas tree) are very quick to make with our printable templates - and you can really go to town with the decorating! You could give this as a 3D Christmas snowman card, or just put him out on display.
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Snowflake Christmas Tree Decorations


Print, cut out and add a little glitter before attaching a loop of ribbon and hanging to the tree. You could stick two together back to back with the ribbon glued between them if you like, or perhaps the kids could sign the back and add a little picture of their own and the date?
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Puffy Paint Snowman


There is something so satisfying about crafting with shaving foam - and the kids love it! This puffy paint snowman makes a perfect winter activity, and the 3d finished result is lovely on display.
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Create Your Own




Create your own handwriting worksheets and greetings cards!
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Get started >









Testimonials



I have been a member for several years, both when I was a teacher and SENCO and now as a grandmother. Your activities have been a great resource for me and I was happy to renew my membership. Janet


 


I have been a member for 5 years now, I work with young carers where I do a lot of respite clubs and activity Village is invaluable to me. Kate


 


Thank you for the great job you do making Activity Village such a great place for us to find fun learning activities! And thank you for the reminder email on renewing. The year flew by, and I would never remember otherwise. The work you are putting into your business is such a great investment in the lives of so many others. Thank you!!! Helga


 


I've just joined your membership today! I live in the US, and I homeschool our children. I primarily utilize Charlotte Mason's philosophies and I am excited to see some resources for some of our favorite books, which is why I joined. (The Chronicles of Narnia are a family favorite in our household for EVERYONE!) Kristi


 


I just love your site and have used it so much with my family and also with classes at my school. Kim


 

More testimonials >







 





Become a Member to access 39,201 printables!
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